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            How to Buy
                and Trade Shares?

            
        

        
            
                
                    The stock market offers plenty of opportunities to get exposure to
                        particular industries and the global economy. Shares, stocks and equities are terms that are
                        used interchangeably in this financial market, to denote units of ownership in companies or
                        shareholdings. The total ownership stake in the company, after all debts are repaid, is equity,
                        while shares or stocks are used to denote a single unit of ownership. Shareholders have rights
                        to gain a part of the company’s earnings in cases where a dividend is paid. Shareholders may
                        also have voting rights. 
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                    If you are interested in buying and/or trading shares, here are three
                        basic steps:

                

                
                    Choose to
                        Own Shares or Trade Them

                    You can buy shares outright in a long-term investment strategy or you
                        could speculate on their prices, using derivative products like Contracts for Difference (CFDs) that reflect the value of
                        the underlying asset, stocks in this case.

                

                
                    Decide on
                        Which Shares to Trade

                    You can choose to trade Australian shares on the Australian Securities
                        Exchange (ASX) or gain global exposure and trade across multiple stocks on everything from blue
                        chips and small caps, to dividends and tech stocks. You can also trade through equity indices that track the broader stock market or a particular
                        sector.

                

                
                    Open a
                        Live Account

                    Open a
                                live account to start trading
                        shares.

                

                
                    Here’s a detailed guide to how to buy and trade shares.
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                How does the
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                    The stock markets operate like auction houses. They
                        facilitate interaction between buyers and sellers, to negotiate prices and make trades. The
                        global market works through a network of exchanges. Some of the most popular names among these
                        are the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the London Stock Exchange (LSE).

                

                
                    Companies list their shares on exchanges through an
                        Initial Public Offering (IPOs), in an effort to raise capital for business expansion or other
                        purposes. Once the stock is public, investors can start buying or trading shares. Traders buy
                        and sell these stocks among each other, and the exchange keeps track of the supply and demand of
                        listed stocks. 

                

                
                    Stock prices are determined through these
                        supply-demand factors. Buyers offer a “bid price,” which is the highest amount they are willing
                        to pay for a share, while sellers offer an “ask price,” which is the amount they are willing to
                        accept for the share. So, if you want to buy a stock, you need to look at the ask price and if
                        you want to sell shares, you will have to deal with the bid price. The difference between these
                        two specified prices is the bid-ask spread.

                

            

            
                
                    In stock exchanges, information on share prices and
                        pending volume at each price point is available publicly through “order books.” You can gain
                        access to these exchange order books, if your broker provides you a Direct Market Access (DMA) pricing model. This
                        ensures you have price transparency and the ability to execute trades precisely. In Australia,
                        buy orders and sell orders are allowed to overlap in the stock market’s pre-open and pre-close
                        phases. Computer algorithms are involved in calculations that match these orders to determine
                        the opening and closing prices. With a DMA broker, you can gain access to both these market
                        phases and the liquidity associated with them.

                

                
                    Investors who expect a company to see strong growth,
                        will buy (go long) shares, hoping to sell them at a later date at a higher price. Conversely,
                        investors who expect a company to perform poorly going forward could sell their shares and take
                        a profit.

                

                
                    Today, investors buy shares online through
                        investment accounts or through brokers. You need to register with a stock exchange for direct
                        exchange trading, which is why most people prefer to trade through online brokers.
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            What Factors Move
 Share Prices?
            

        

        
            
                
                    Apart from the overall supply-demand ratio, there are several other
                        factors that can impact the prices of shares. 

                

                
                    
                        Geo-Political Developments 

                    Stock market volatility increases during geopolitical events, such as
                        elections, wars, civil unrest, political instability, natural disasters and pandemics. For
                        instance, during elections, investors feel confident when it seems that the next government to
                        assume power will be good for the overall economy, corporate-friendly, support tax cuts and, on
                        the whole, make investor-friendly decisions. In these cases, the stock market might surge.
                        Similarly, in crises, investors usually resort to panic selling of stocks to lock-in their
                        gains, which leads to market decline. 

                

                
                    
                        Macroeconomic Data 

                    A decrease in Central Bank issued interest rates can encourage investors
                        to move from the bond markets to the stock markets, which then surges as a result of new capital
                        infusion. Rises in interest rates make businesses and consumers cut back on spending, which
                        causes company earnings to fall and stock prices to drop. Other economic data releases, such as
                        GDP growth, retail sales, Consumer Price Index (CPI), manufacturing index and employment
                        statistics can impact the stock markets too.

                

            

            
                
                    Company
                        Earnings Reports

                    Publicly traded companies release reports of their financial performance
                        on a quarterly and yearly basis. Based on indicators like Earnings per Share (EPS), P&L account,
                        revenue statements and ratio analysis, investors decide whether the company is performing well
                        or not. This causes share prices to rise or fall. Sometimes, you can see that companies revise
                        their quarterly earnings guidance, warning investors of a decline in earnings due to certain
                        factors, like Apple did it in February 2020, when China was severely impacted by rising COVID-19
                        cases. In such cases, the share price could slide. 

                

                
                    Market
                        Sentiment 

                    If investors in the broader market believe that the economy is doing
                        well, and that it is a good time for investing in shares, it means investor sentiment is
                        bullish. In that case, share prices can rise in value. The converse holds true for a bearish
                        sentiment. 
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                    Why Buy Shares

                        Directly?

                

                
                    Shares, although risky, have historically provided better returns in the
                        long term than many other asset classes, such as cash, bonds or the housing market. According to
                        the 2020 Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook, the Australian stock market has
                        provided the highest returns (real annual returns higher than 6.5%) since 1900, as compared to
                        equities listed on indices in the US and Europe.

                

                
                    Even in falling markets worldwide, there has historically been support
                        once stocks decline around 25% to 30% from their peak. In three to six months after sharp
                        corrections, the share markets tend to rebound.

                

                
                    So, if you buy shares directly from the stock market, there is a chance
                        you can sell them off later at a high price. This is based on the popular trading strategy of
                        “buying low and selling high,” called “going long.” This is a way to contribute to your
                        long-term investments. Moreover, you will also have the right to receive dividend payments, even
                        if the company’s share price declines. Dividends can be further invested in other assets to
                        create a diversified portfolio, or they can be re-invested in shares or funds, which creates
                        compounded dividend returns.
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            Why Trade
 Shares?

        

        
            
                
                    Rather than just buying or owning shares, you could speculate on their
                        price movements through derivative instruments like Contracts for Difference (CFDs). When you
                        trade share CFDs, you do not require direct ownership of any shares. This means that you can
                        open a position at a fraction of the cost of owning the asset. In addition, CFDs allow you to
                        take positions in both rising and falling markets. You can hold positions in the short and
                        medium term, while taking advantage of small price increments in share prices. 

                

            

            
                
                    Choose a broker with whom you can start trading CFDs on leveraged trading accounts and
                        competitive financing rates. This means when you trade, you don’t have to put the full value of
                        the position you are trading but pay a small deposit to cover any potential loss while trading.
                        This is called “margin” and it is a fraction of the full contract value. Leverage allows you to
                        gain more than what you could afford with your own capital. However, note that losses are
                        magnified too, if the markets move in the wrong direction. With the ability to go both long and
                        short in all market conditions, you could speculate on price movements of companies located
                        anywhere in the world.
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            How Does Share
 CFD Trading
                Work?

        

        
            
                
                    CFDs mirror the movement of the assets underlying it. This could be
                        shares, commodities, forex, metals and so on. As a first-time step you need to select a market
                        you wish to trade, but rather than making a physical purchase (shares, in this case), you
                        speculate on the future price by opening a CFD share trading account. The difference in the
                        value of the shares between the time of contract opening and till the closing of the contract
                        will be your profit or loss.

                

            

            
                
                    When you open a position in a CFD trade, you select the number of
                        contracts you would like to buy or sell. If you think that the share price will increase, open a
                        long (buy) position. Conversely, if you feel that the share price will decrease, go short
                        (sell). With each point that the market moves in your favour (goes up or down), your profit
                        would rise. 
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            Here are two examples to illustrate this point.

        

        
            
                
                    
                        Opening a 
Long Position 
with CFDs

                    

                    
                        Suppose you want to trade shares of XYZ Company. You want to open a
                            long position, since your analysis indicates that the shares will appreciate. 

                    

                    
                        Now, XYZ is trading at a sell/buy price of AUD 159/ AUD 160. You
                            want to buy 100 share CFD units. The margin rate is 3%, which means you have to deposit only
                            3% of the total position value as the initial margin.

                    

                    
                        Here, your initial margin will be: (3% X (100 x 160)) = AUD 480.
                        

                    

                    
                        Now suppose, the price moves in your favour to 165/166, and you
                            decide to close the position by selling at 165, which is the current sell price.

                    

                    
                        The price has moved 5 points (165-160) in your favour. So, your
                            total earnings would be 100 X 165 = AUD 16,500 and your gross profit would be 100 x 5 = AUD
                            500.

                    

                    
                        Your gross profit minus the commission will be your net profit.

                    

                    
                        If the price had moved to 156/157, your loss would be 100 x
                            (156-160) = - AUD 400.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        Opening a 
Short Position 
with CFDs

                    

                    
                        Suppose you wish to trade shares of XYZ Company, and your analysis
                            tells you that the share price is likely to decline. Assume you are selling 100 share CFD
                            units.

                    

                    
                        The sell/buy price of XYZ is AUD 150/ AUD 152, and the margin rate
                            is 3%.

                    

                    
                        So, your initial margin would be (3% x (100 x 150)) = AUD 450. 

                    

                    
                        Suppose your prediction is right and the price declines to AUD 140/
                            AUD 142. You decide to close your trade by buying back at the new buy price of AUD 142.

                    

                    
                        The price has moved (150-142) = 8 points in your favour. So, your
                            gross profit here would be 100 x 8= AUD 800.

                    

                    
                        CFDs are flexible investment assets and offer plenty of advantages.
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                What are the
 Advantages of
 Trading Equity CFDs? 
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                        Margin Trading
CFDs are leveraged
                            products, so you only need to deposit a percentage of your total position. So, a smaller
                            amount gives you high market exposure. With a smaller cost per trade, you can aim for
                            greater returns. However, the potential for losses are equally magnified, due to the higher
                            exposure.

                    

                    
                        [image: ] 

                        Potential to Trade in Rising and Falling
                                Markets
CFD trading is based on the price movement of an asset and doesn’t
                            require physical ownership of the asset. So, investors can go short in falling market
                            conditions. Physical shares, on the other hand, can be shorted only through a traditional
                            stockbroker, who would charge additional fees on top of brokerage fees.
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                        Multi-Market Access from a Single
                                Account
The best full-service brokers allow you to open a CFD account that can
                            be used to assume positions in various markets, including forex, commodities, metal, indices and cryptocurrencies. This is a great way to diversify
                            your portfolio. 
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                        Tax Benefits
If you sell your shares
                            directly, you would be required to pay tax on capital gains. With CFDs, you can avoid paying
                            stamp duties and trading costs will be limited to the margin and spread.

                    

                    
                        [image: ] 

                        Hedging Physical Shares with CFD Short
                                Selling
CFD trading provides you opportunities to hedge your portfolio against
                            short-term market volatility. Losses in your equity portfolio will be offset through short
                            positions in CFDs.

                    

                    
                        [image: ] 

                        No Fixed Expiry Date and Contract
                                Size
You can choose to trade in any number of shares and there is no fixed
                            expiry date for contracts.
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                    How to
                        Create a 
Share Trading Plan? 

                

                
                    To start trading in the stock market, you need a well-defined trading
                        plan, so that you can define the parametres of an ideal trade (based upon your risk appetite)
                        and also make logical decisions rather than emotional ones. 

                

                
                    Here are some steps that can help build a trading plan.
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                    1. Define Your
 Trading
                        Objective

                

                
                    Decide on your trading goals and why you want to become a trader. Ask
                        yourself these questions:

                

                
                    	
                            Why do I want to
                                become a trader?

                        
	
                            Do I understand
                                the stock market well enough to start trading?

                        
	
                            Do I have the
                                skills required to be a trader?

                        
	
                            Am I looking for
                                passive income or do I actively want to trade?

                        
	
                            How much time am I
                                willing to commit to trading?

                        
	
                            Do I want to trade
                                in physical shares/indices or equity/indices CFDs?

                        


                

            

            
                
                    2. Determine Your

                        Risk/Reward Profile

                    2. Determine Your
                        Risk/Reward Profile

                

                
                    Set the risk level you are comfortable with. Understand the fees and
                        charges included in trading and based on that, decide on your position sizes. Leveraged trading
                        includes significant risks, and you could lose all your account capital. It is considered
                        prudent to not risk more than 2% to 3% of your trading capital. Your risk-reward profile will
                        determine your:

                

                
                    	
                            Profit goals

                        
	
                            Stop loss/ take
                                profit strategies

                        
	
                            Trading style

                        
	
                            Account capital
                            

                        
	
                            Type of assets you
                                want to trade

                        
	
                            Leverage ratio

                        
	
                            Trading frequency
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                    3. Assess Your 
Market
                        Knowledge

                    3. Assess Your 
Market
                        Knowledge

                

                
                    Evaluate your knowledge about the asset class you want to trade. Learn
                        how stock exchanges work and how indices can track them broadly. Consider the market opening and
                        closing hours, and the usual level of volatility. You also need to research broker profiles and
                        choose one that suits your trading personality. Some common terms you need to be familiar with
                        are:

                

                
                    	
                            Bid/Ask Prices

                        
	
                            Volatility Index

                        
	
                            Leverage and Margin Accounts

                        
	
                            MT4/MT5 trading Platform

                        
	
                            Market Order/ Limit Order

                        
	
                            Technical Analysis

                        
	
                            Fundamental Analysis

                        
	
                            Regulatory Compliance of Brokers
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            4. Choose a 
Trading Style

            4. Choose a 
Trading Style

        

        
            Based on your risk/reward profile and your expertise, you will need to choose a
                trading style. Your trading style will also be based on your personality, trading goals, time-frame
                commitment towards trading and attitude towards risk. Here are some common trading styles:

        

        
            
                
                    	
                            1.
                                    Day Trading: This involves buying and selling of shares on the same day.
                                Positions are not held overnight.

                        
	
                            2.
                                    Swing Trading: Price volatility ensues when a trend breaks and the new trends
                                try to establish itself. Swing traders try to capture the price swings in this interval.
                                Traders can hold positions for several business days or weeks to capture the medium-term
                                market movements.

                        


                

            

            
                
                    	
                            3.
                                    Position Trading: Traders hold positions for the long-term, anywhere between
                                a few weeks to a few months and even years, depending on the current trend. Trend
                                traders jump on an ongoing trend and exit positions when the trend breaks.

                        
	
                            4.
                                    Scalping: A highly short-term trading strategy, traders enter and exit
                                several trades in a day in an attempt to accumulate small profits that can lead to a
                                considerable gain at the end of the day. Scalping is a risky strategy, usually taken up
                                by experienced traders.
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                        Trading Diary

                    5. Maintain a
 Trading Diary 

                

                
                    Document your trades in a journal, so that you can
                        understand your successes and mistakes. Create a detailed trading strategy with the entry point,
                        exit point, position size, leverage and the rationale behind your investment decisions. This
                        could be based on a technical indicator strategy or an emotion. The more detailed your diary is,
                        the greater will be the scope of learning from your trades and not repeating mistakes.

                

                
                    It is a good idea to stick to your trading plan, in
                        order to maintain discipline and objectivity while trading. 
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            Find Share Trading
                
Opportunities and 
Monitor Your Positions
            

        

        
            
                
                    After you open an online share trading account, you will need to find
                        opportunities to assume “buy” or “sell” positions in the market. When you open trades, you will
                        also have to attach “stop orders,” which will automatically close your position when the market
                        moves against a pre-determined limit imposed by you. 

                    Check whether the broker offers world-class intuitive platforms for
                        comprehensive technical analysis, trade management and risk-monitoring.

                

            

            
                
                    Platforms:

                    	
                            MetaTrader 4

                        
	
                            MetaTrader 5

                        
	
                            WebTrader

                        
	
                            IRESS Platform

                        


                

                
                    Trading Tools:

                    	
                            MAM/PAMM

                        
	
                            Virtual Private Server (VPS)

                        
	
                            Traders Toolbox
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                the Stock Market? 

            What is Technical
 Analysis in
                the
 Stock Market? 

        

        
            
                
                    Traders study historical market data, including stock prices and
                        volumes, to predict future price trends and pick the right shares to trade accordingly.
                        Technical analysis is based on the premise that market trends tend to repeat. Each stock chart
                        has a unique trend and prices move only within the trend.

                    By using charts, patterns and indicators, traders attempt to predict the
                        start of price trends, their end and consolidation, to place entry/exit positions in both
                        short-term and long-term strategies. 

                

            

            
                
                    Platforms like MT4 and MT5 have multiple technical indicators, chart
                        frames, analytical objects and more to help traders make informed decisions. Moreover, traders
                        can customise these indicators according to their style and preferences, for satisfying trading
                        experiences. These statistical tools can be grouped into:

                

                
                    	
                            Trend indicators

                        
	
                            Volume indicators

                        
	
                            Volatility indicators

                        
	
                            Momentum indicators
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 in the Equity Market? 

                    What is Fundamental
                        
Analysis in the
 Equity Market?
                    

                

                
                    Fundamental analysis tries to determine whether a stock is valued
                        correctly within the overall market. The intrinsic value of shares can be measured by studying
                        related economic and financial factors. This includes macro-economic factors like the state of
                        the country’s economy and a particular industry, as well as micro-economic factors, such as the
                        company’s earnings report, press releases or new product launches.

                    If analysts find that the current value of a stock is higher than the
                        current market price, they may say that the stock is undervalued and recommend a “buy” rating.
                        Similarly, if analysts find the current value of stock is lower than the current market price,
                        the stock is considered overvalued, in which case a “sell” recommendation might be issued. Some
                        common reports used for fundamental analysis of shares are:

                    
                        	
                                Company’s return on equity
                                    ratio

                            
	
                                Revenue reports

                            
	
                                Earnings Report

                            
	
                                Profit Margin ratio

                            
	
                                Economic Indicators like GDP,
                                    Interest Rates, Unemployment Data, CPI, PPI and more
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                    Remember, successful traders continue to learn
                        and grow. They use every failure as a learning opportunity, to fine tune their trading strategy.
                        This is why they start with a demo account, to familiarise themselves with the market and the
                        platform, before investing any real money in
                                it.
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            AVISO LEGAL: O material deste site é destinado apenas a fins ilustrativos e informações gerais. Ele não
                constitui aconselhamento financeiro nem leva em consideração seus
                objetivos de investimento, situação financeira ou necessidades específicas. Comissões, juros, taxas de
                plataforma, dividendos, margem variável e outras taxas e cobranças podem
                ser aplicados a produtos ou serviços financeiros disponíveis na FP Markets. As informações neste site
                foram preparadas sem levar em conta seus objetivos pessoais, situação
                financeira ou necessidades. Você deve considerar as informações tendo em vista seus objetivos, situação
                financeira e necessidades antes de tomar qualquer decisão sobre adquirir
                ou descartar qualquer produto financeiro. Os Contratos por Diferença (CFDs) são derivativos e podem ser
                arriscados. Ao negociar CFDs, você não possui direitos sobre os ativos
                subjacentes dos CFDs.
            

            

             A FP Markets recomenda que procure aconselhamento independente de uma pessoa devidamente qualificada
                antes de decidir investir ou alienar um derivativo. Uma Declaração
                de Divulgação de Produto para cada um dos produtos financeiros, bem como nosso TMD (Target Market
                Determination),
                estão disponíveis na FP Markets e podem ser obtidos neste site ou mediante solicitação em nossos
                escritórios e devem ser considerados antes de realizar transações com nós. A FP Markets
                é um grupo de empresas que inclui a First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS License
                No. 286354), uma empresa autorizada e regulamentada pela Australian Securities and
                Investments Commission (ASIC), endereço registrado: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
                Austrália e First Prudential Markets Ltd (número de registro HE 372179), uma empresa
                autorizada e regulamentada pela Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC License número 371/18,
                Endereço registrado: Griva Digeni, 109 , Aige Court, 2º andar, 3101, Limassol,
                Chipre. A FP Markets não aceita inscrições de residentes nos EUA, Japão ou Nova Zelândia ou residentes
                de qualquer outro país ou jurisdição onde tal distribuição ou uso seja contrário
                a essas leis ou regulamentos locais.
            


             * Vencedor do ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ no Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 

             ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on average  63.56% of the time
                from 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading accounts only). 

             ^Apenas para MT4/5. Aplicam-se Termos e Condições 

             * O tempo médio de execução de ordem entre as negociações recebidas, processadas e confirmadas conforme
                executadas por nós é de 29 milissegundos. Conforme observado pelo nosso "provedor ponte" entre
                01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022. A FP Markets foi classificada pela Investment Trends como a Melhor em Qualidade
                de Execução de Negociações de 2019 

             ** Aplicam-se Termos e Condições. 

             ^^Sáb e dom: das 8h às 16h (GMT + 2) 
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                 * Vencedor do ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ no
                    Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 

                 ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on
                    average 63.56% of the time from 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading
                    accounts only). 

                 ^Apenas para MT4/5. Aplicam-se Termos e Condições 

                 * O tempo médio de execução de ordem entre as negociações recebidas,
                    processadas e confirmadas conforme executadas por nós é de 29 milissegundos. Conforme observado pelo
                    nosso "provedor ponte" entre 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022. A FP Markets foi classificada pela Investment
                    Trends como a Melhor em Qualidade de Execução de Negociações de 2019 

                 ** Aplicam-se Termos e Condições. 

                 ^^Sáb e dom: das 8h às 16h (GMT + 2) 

                AVISO LEGAL: O material deste site é destinado apenas a fins ilustrativos e
                    informações gerais. Ele não constitui aconselhamento financeiro nem leva em consideração seus
                    objetivos de investimento,
                    situação financeira ou necessidades específicas. Comissões, juros, taxas de plataforma, dividendos,
                    margem variável e outras taxas e cobranças podem ser aplicados a produtos ou serviços financeiros
                    disponíveis na FP Markets.
                    As informações neste site foram preparadas sem levar em conta seus objetivos pessoais, situação
                    financeira ou necessidades. Você deve considerar as informações tendo em vista seus objetivos,
                    situação financeira e necessidades
                    antes de tomar qualquer decisão sobre adquirir ou descartar qualquer produto financeiro. Os
                    Contratos por Diferença (CFDs) são derivativos e podem ser arriscados. Ao negociar CFDs, você não
                    possui direitos sobre os ativos
                    subjacentes dos CFDs.
                

                A FP Markets recomenda que procure aconselhamento independente de uma pessoa
                    devidamente qualificada antes de decidir investir ou alienar um derivativo. Uma Declaração de
                    Divulgação de Produto
                    para cada um dos produtos financeiros, bem como nosso TMD (Target Market
                    Determination), estão disponíveis na FP Markets e podem ser
                    obtidos neste site ou mediante solicitação em nossos escritórios e devem ser considerados antes de
                    realizar transações com nós. A FP Markets é um grupo de empresas que inclui a First Prudential
                    Markets Pty Ltd
                    (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS License No. 286354), uma empresa autorizada e regulamentada pela Australian
                    Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), endereço registrado: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street,
                    Sydney, NSW, 2000,
                    Austrália e First Prudential Markets Ltd (número de registro HE 372179), uma empresa autorizada e
                    regulamentada pela Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC License número 371/18, Endereço
                    registrado:
                    Griva Digeni, 109 , Aige Court, 2º andar, 3101, Limassol, Chipre. A FP Markets não aceita inscrições
                    de residentes nos EUA, Japão ou Nova Zelândia ou residentes de qualquer outro país ou jurisdição
                    onde tal
                    distribuição ou uso seja contrário a essas leis ou regulamentos locais.
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                Thank you for visiting FP Markets

            

            
                The website www.fpmarkets.com is operated by First Prudential Markets PTY Ltd an entity that is not established in the EU or regulated by an EU National Competent Authority. The entity falls outside the EU regulatory framework i.e. MiFID II and there is no provision for an Investor Compensation Scheme. Read T & Cs

                Please confirm, that the decision was made independently at your own exclusive initiative and that no solicitation or recommendation has been made by FP Markets or any other entity within the group.
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